WVC Integrated Planning Team
Friday, November 21, 2014
Noon – 1:00pm

Noon – 12:05   Check in and review agenda and notes

12:05 – 12:30  PR finalization and next step

12:30 – 12:45  SLO/A updates and next step

12:45 – 1:00   BRAC update and next step

1:00           Confirm next meeting and adjourn

Summary Notes:

1. 14-15 PR will use ANGEL instead of Survey Monkey. This addresses issue regarding faculty and staff having to “struggle” with a rather complex tool to submit PR data. Mel will work on the set up of ANGEL. Max will be able to assist Mel with where he needs assistance.

2. Institutional Benchmarking concept road shows to the participatory governance groups and constituency groups went very well. The first year pilot of benchmarking question is connected with the WVC 14-15 Goals and Objectives (#2), as well as tied with components of the Student Equity Report. Mel will do the Academic Senate presentation on 11/25/14 and PR distribution should be ready for the college community on 12/1/14. Data sets will be coming to the community a little later on the benchmarking question but will be posted on ANGEL per department.